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Abstract: The remarkable growth of process mining applications in care pathway monitoring is unde-
niable. One of the sub-emerging case studies is the use of patients’ location data in process mining
analyses. While the streamlining of published works is focused on introducing process discovery
algorithms, there is a necessity to address challenges beyond that. Literature analysis indicates that
explainability, reasoning, and characterizing the root causes of process drifts in healthcare processes
constitute an important but overlooked challenge. In addition, incorporating domain-specific knowl-
edge into process discovery could be a significant contribution to process mining literature. Therefore,
we mitigate the issue by introducing cognitive process mining through the DIAG approach, which
consists of a meta-model and an algorithm. This approach enables reasoning and diagnosing in
process mining through an ontology-driven framework. With DIAG, we modeled the healthcare
semantics in a process mining application and diagnosed the causes of drifts in patients’ pathways.
We performed an experiment in a hospital living lab to examine the effectiveness of our approach.

Keywords: process mining; ontology; cognitive process mining; model-based system engineering;
healthcare; real-time location systems

1. Introduction

Process-oriented data science projects are offering significant results in the healthcare
sector through applications of process mining [1,2]. Process mining [3] is a research
paradigm that offers analytical services to extract and transform data into illustrative
information. Three main proposed services are process discovery, conformance checking,
and enhancement. Process discovery extracts models from event logs, whereas conformance
checking evaluates the observed behavior against a reference model. Enhancement looks
for opportunities to improve either the structure or performance of the processes. These
services help healthcare providers to identify and prevent adverse situations such as
medication errors, and deviations leading to inefficient care pathways. One of the known
applications of process mining is related to extracting patients’ pathways from location
event logs [2]. The combination of process mining and patient localization provides a
powerful tool to gain insight to identify bottlenecks, safety hazards, and optimization
opportunities within the processes in which patients are involved. However, such analyses
are limited to just visualization of processes or some basic statistical analysis [4].

Recently, researchers reviewed the main challenges confronting process mining appli-
cations in healthcare [1]. Following their guidelines, Table 1 presents these characteristics
and challenges. Looking at C2 and C3 in Table 1, it is important for process mining ap-
plications to provide extended information about healthcare processes, such as causes of
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drifts and deviations in processes. Research has shown that diagnosing inefficiencies and
reasoning in healthcare processes are often ignored [5–7].

Table 1. Distinguishing characteristics (D) and challenges (C) of process mining research in health-
care [1].

Distinguished Characteristics Challenges

D1: Exhibit Substantial Variability C1: Design Dedicated / Tailored Methodologies and Frameworks
D2: Value the Infrequent Behaviour C2: Discover Beyond Discovery
D3: Use Guidelines and Protocols C3: Mind the Concept Drift
D4: Break the glass C4: Deal with Reality
D5: Consider Data at Multiple Abstraction Levels C5: Do it Yourself
D6: Involve a Multidisciplinary Team C6: Pay Attention to Data Quality
D7: Focus on the Patient C7: Take Care of Privacy and Security
D8: Think about White-box Approaches C8: Look at the Process through the Patient’s Eyes
D9: Generate Sensitive and Low-Quality Data C9: Complement HISs with the Process Perspective
D10: Handle Rapid Evolutions and New Paradigms C10: Evolve in Symbiosis with the Development in the Healthcare Domain

Accordingly, the research question here is:

• “How to embed the domain knowledge into process mining applications in such a way
that we can diagnose the causes of deviations and drifts from the reference patients’
pathways?” (RQ 3, c.f. Figure 1).

Figure 1. General presentation of this article and its focus [6,8].

We aim to answer this question by introducing the DIAG approach, which uses a
meta-model and an algorithm. Accordingly, we integrate the domain knowledge by an
ontology-driven framework, which could play a crucial role in reasoning and diagnosing
process deviations. By identifying concepts, relationships, and rules within the patients’
pathway analysis, the DIAG meta-model offers a formal and structured framework for
capturing and harmonizing domain knowledge. The association of the DIAG meta-model
and the presented algorithm helps to augment conventional process mining approaches
with a cognitive ability to explain and diagnose causes of concept drifts. Figure 1 provides
an overview of the paper’s focus, highlighting what has been discussed and what will
be addressed. Globally, this research project aims at improving patients’ pathways by
looking into their location data. To do so, many research questions appeared. For instance,
RQ 1 describes how to interpret a raw location event log. RQ 2 introduces an important
requirement for diagnosing causes of inefficiencies, which is about discovering a reference
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process model of patients’ pathways. After addressing these RQs in previous works [9], we
faced the explainability in analyzing and diagnosing potential assignable causes (PACs) of
concept drifts, which is presented as RQ 3 and the focus of this paper.

The structure of the content unfolds in the following manner. Section 2 offers an
overview of related and similar works with a focus on conformance checking and concept
drift analyses in process mining. Section 3 will demonstrate the proposal and preliminary
concepts. Section 4 evaluates the proposed method within the context of a case study.
Finally, Section 5 draws a conclusion and outlines possible areas of future research.

2. Background

Conformance checking and concept drift analyses are two process mining research
avenues that are important to the development of this paper’s contributions.

2.1. Conformance Checking

Conformance checking methods enable users to draw conclusions about the relation
and misalignment between an event log and its corresponding process model. Generally,
conformance checking methods provide measurements to evaluate how well a process
model could represent the behavior recorded in an event log [3]. These measurements
or quality metrics are fitness, simplicity, precision, and generalization [10]. As much as
these metrics can provide insights about deviations between two behaviors (modeled,
and recorded), they lack the necessary semantics to highlight the reasons for observing
such deviations.

Conformance checking is not limited only to analyzing the control flow perspective.
Other methods that focus on other perspectives are data-aware alignments, resource-aware
alignments, and integrated approaches. They evaluate the performance metrics of a process
(such as cycle time) by looking at defined objectives. Some works also focus on statistical
and machine learning approaches to detect the proper objectives of the process and compare
the current process performance with those goals [11–13].

It is important to recall the attention to this issue that conformance checking methods
help us to detect deviating behaviors; however, they are not capable of detecting the cause(s)
of deviations in processes without considering the relevant domain knowledge. Simply
put, they lack the cognitive ability for reasoning.

Many existing conformance-checking applications are capable of detecting deviations
in process mining [10,14–18]; however, these analyses do not cover the important issue of
explainability and integration of domain knowledge into process mining analyses. This
issue has also been highlighted in [19,20]. Authors in [19] mentioned that clinical decision
support systems are required to integrate human interpretation in conformance checking
analyses. In addition, they have emphasized the need for computer-interpretable guidelines.
Based on our reviews of these existing works, we imply that it is important to go beyond
detection and discovery, a statement that has been seen previously in [1,5].

This is the motivation behind using an ontology-driven approach and introducing the
meta-model in the proposal section of this paper (c.f. Figure 2).

2.2. Concept Drifts

Concept drift in process mining is associated with a challenge im analyzing processes
and detecting changes in their state while they are being monitored [21]. Originally, concept
drifts had their roots in data mining, and it refers to a situation where the relationship
between the input data and the target values changes [22].
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Figure 2. DIAG meta-model. The architecture behind the application of process discovery and
diagnosis of patients’ pathways by using their location data.
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Researchers in [23] mentioned that while working on concept drifts in process mining,
there are three challenges that should be addressed. The first is (i) change point detection,
which is about detecting a specific trend or seasonality in changes happening to the process.
(ii) Change localization and characterization address the detection of the nature of a change.
This is the closest term to the diagnosing of deviations in a business process, and the
research carried out in this area is similar to our proposal. After identifying and localizing
the changes, the (iii) change process discovery challenge addresses several methods that
help us to predict the future modifications in the process.

Concept drift analyses have five different aspects:

• Change perspective: time, control flow, resource, data;
• Change analysis: online, offline;
• Change duration: momentary, permanent;
• Change type: sudden, gradual, recurring, incremental;
• Change dynamic: multi-order (i.e., process changes happen at different time periods).

Despite identifying these aspects, one of the missing links in the literature on concept
drift analyses is how to create a response system to address the detected deviations in the
process in a manner that the system can be agile and flexible in fixing the drift.

2.3. Related Works

The work in [24] introduces a method for change point detection in processes by making
use of the activity correlation strength feature extracted using an event log. The proposed
technique helps to localize a deviation by applying statistical hypothesis testing methods.

Authors in [5] highlight the importance of root cause analysis in an ever-changing
business environment by proposing a framework that eventually could help companies
in handling concept drifts and uncertainty in their operational processes. The mentioned
framework adds an explainability layer to concept drift detection.

Previous works in [9] signify the importance of model-based system engineering
approaches for eliciting knowledge prior to applying process mining analysis, whereas
most existing research has focused on detecting and locating significant changes in a
process. Such works go further and add a causality check/explainability that determines
the origin of concept drifts.

Moreover, the results of [22] show a literature review of 45 papers based on two
aspects: concept drift detection, which addresses the perspective aspect, and the analysis
aspect to see whether online monitoring is used to monitor the evolution of the process
environment. Accordingly, detection of the nature of concept drifts is something that has
not received adequate attention in the literature. It should be highlighted that one of the
main reasons is identified as the challenge in integrating specific domain knowledge in
process mining applications. This is one of the motivations of the DIAG.

In addition, looking at the application of process mining and real-time location systems,
most of the current works have evolved around information extraction and how we can
discover process models from location event logs [25] rather than integrating the domain
knowledge. However, as mentioned here, we must venture beyond process discovery, as
has been indicated in Table 1 by [1].

The first prerequisite in diagnosing patients’ pathways is to detect the drifts from a
reference model. This is labeled as RQ2 in Figure 1. To achieve this, we leveraged the stable
heuristic miner algorithm [8]. There are other algorithms to discover the reference process
model [26,27]; however, to our humble knowledge, they have not been tested using location
event logs. The stable heuristic miner algorithm identifies and localizes drifts by assessing
the statistical stability in an event log. It automatically establishes two thresholds: the LCL
(lower control limit) and UCL (upper control limit). Behaviors between LCL and UCL
are determined to be stable, while those with a score lower than LCL require diagnoses.
Activities or edges with a frequency higher than the UCL may pose a risk to the normal
process execution and could lead to potential problems. The results of the stable heuristic
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miner algorithm are used as inputs for running the DIAG algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1),
which will extend the capability of the previous algorithm.

3. Proposal

The proposed ontology-driven process mining approach consists of two main
contributions:

1. The DIAG meta-model is an ontology-based knowledge representation to engage
domain-based semantics in the process mining analyses.

2. The DIAG algorithm is a semantic-based algorithm that leverages the DIAG meta-model
to generate meaningful insights and add the cognitive capability to process discovery.

Together, these contributions provide the cognitive ability for process mining analytics.
Such an approach could outline a potential progression from discovery to conformance
checking and, eventually, the enhancement of business processes.

3.1. DIAG Meta-Model

The DIAG meta-model is shown in Figure 2. This conceptual model shows an explicit
use of a domain-specific ontology to define the process domain and promote interoperability.
However, we go beyond just a conceptual model. DIAG meta-model is implemented in
the R.IO-DIAG tool (https://r-iosuite.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/RIOSUITE/overview?
mode=global 26 November 2023).

This meta-model is made up of eight packages, each of which contains a number of
classes for tracking patients’ activities utilizing location information. To start the experimen-
tation, for now, we have developed packages such as Healthcare resources, Organization,
Objectives, Location Event Logs, Processes, Functions, Healthcare Functions, and Context.

Inside the Context package, the Potential Assignable Causes (PACs) class has four
inherited sub-classes, defined here as environmental causes, equipment-related causes,
human-related causes, and rules and procedures. This class and its inherited sub-classes
serve as resources for explainability and reasoning rules to diagnose process drifts.

These deviations are a subset of the fact class, which shows unexpected events in
patients’ pathways. The context package primarily includes the domain knowledge that
healthcare experts can provide prior to the analyzing phase and using process mining
methods. While we have outlined four categories to identify potential assignable causes, it is
worth mentioning that this classification is not limited to only four classes. As experiments
become more complex, it may be necessary to identify other categories or identify non-
linear relationships.

Additionally, we have modeled the objectives package, which includes important
classes to evaluate the quality of business processes and patients’ pathways according to the
detected drifts. In this package, we have the objective class, which could be realized by the
process class. Objectives define the CTQ (Critical To Quality) characteristics that will define
KPIs (key performance indicators) to evaluate the quality of a process based on identified
quality characteristics. This evaluation will be based on certain specification/target values
that are defined by the performance objectives of an organization.

The organization class is defined within the organization package, including other
important information that should be modeled prior to launching process mining analyses.
In this package, we identify the used resources and components that could (help to) run
business processes, according to the capacity and competence of the organization.

Furthermore, to better assess the quality of processes, we defined the function package.
Within this, we identified a class as function that is the parent to the healthcare functions.
This entity contains a value class, which has three sub-classes that identify the value of
executing a certain function (i.e., value-added, non-value-added, business value-added).
This helps to understand, if a deviation or an activity exists, how and to what extent it
would impact a process.

https://r-iosuite.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/RIOSUITE/overview?mode=global
https://r-iosuite.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/RIOSUITE/overview?mode=global
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Moreover, we have described the model for integrating location data within the
location event-logs package and presented how such information could be defined as
resources of an organization for executing business processes.

These modeled domain specifications help to augment the capability of process mining
analyses to be more cognitive and capable of diagnosing drifts and issues and assessing the
quality of a business process.

As mentioned earlier, to assess the effectiveness of this meta-model, we applied it to
depict the underlying architecture of a cognitive process mining tool titled R.IO-DIAG [9].
This open-source tool is developed by incorporating the meta-model as its core semantic
engine to capture the important relationships in an experimental setting.

This meta-model is realized by constructing a knowledge graph, which makes it easier
to update and extend the knowledge base. The significance of this meta-model lies in its
ability to provide the necessary semantics for conducting process-oriented analyses and
diagnoses of business processes. Without such a semantic foundation, it would not be feasi-
ble to diagnose unanticipated events in patients’ pathways automatically. Figures 3 and 4
provide screenshots of how domain knowledge is modeled in the tool, and an online
demonstration video (https://youtu.be/fdPbXVqFhV0 26 November 2023) is available
for a more detailed understanding of how the meta-model provides interoperability and
incorporation of the domain knowledge in process mining analyses and its implementation
within the tool’s architecture.

Figures 3 and 4 serve as illustrative examples to show how the conceptual DIAG
meta-model is actually used in practice to provide cognition to process mining analyses.
For instance, these figures show how location tags are dedicated as a resource to each
patient to run a process, and how functions are modeled. This information is used to
enrich conventional process discovery event logs. In the following, we illustrate the DIAG
algorithm’s operation in light of this improvement.

3.2. DIAG Algorithm

As outlined in Section 2.3, prior to diagnosing a cause, it is necessary to detect any
drifts or deviations in the patients’ pathways. To achieve this, the DIAG algorithm is based
on the stable heuristic miner algorithm [8], and it extends the previous capability of the
algorithm to take into account the domain knowledge while discovering process models.
Once this step is completed, the DIAG algorithm matches the discovered drifts with PACs
modeled by the domain experts in R.IO-DIAG. The steps of this method are presented in
Algorithm 1. A running example in the following subsection illustrates our approach and
each step of the algorithm.

Figure 3. A screenshot of the R.IO-DIAG tool developed to realize the modeling of different concepts
defined in the DIAG meta-model such as healthcare resources, organizations, location event-logs,
etc., for monitoring patients’ pathways.

https://youtu.be/fdPbXVqFhV0
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Figure 4. A screenshot of R.IO-DIAG tool developed to realize the modeling of healthcare functions.
This domain-specific knowledge is integrated into process mining analyses.

Algorithm 1 DIAG algorithm

1: input DomainKnowledge;
2: input EventLog;
3: Identify activities;
4: DomainKnowledge.df= data.frame(

DomainKnowledge[“activity"], DomainKnowledge[“deviation"], DomainKnowl-
edge[“PAC"]);

5: Execute stable heuristic miner
6: Detect LCL & UCL;
7: unstable_activities=[ ];
8: deviating_activities=[ ];
9: stable_activities=[ ];

10: for i in activities do
11: if i < LCL then
12: deviating_activities= append(i, deviating_activities);
13: else if i > UCL then
14: unstable_activities= append(i, unstable_activities);
15: else
16: stable_activities = append(i, stable_activities);
17: end if
18: deviating_behaviors = merge(deviating_activities, unstable_activities)
19: end for

{Comment: Verifying deviations with the domain knowledge}
20: diagnosis= as.matrix(merge(DomainKnowledge, deviating_behaviors), by.x=c(“activity",

“deviation"), by.y=c(“from_activity", “to_activity"), all.y = TRUE);
21: stable_nodes = data.frame(stable_activities, attribute_color = “white");
22: deviating_nodes = data.frame(deviating_activities, attribute_color = “green");
23: unstable_nodes = data.frame(unstable_activities, attribute_color = “red");
24: all_nodes = combine(stable_nodes, deviating_nodes, unstable_nodes);
25:
26: devise.graph(all_nodes, diagnosis.edges);

An Illustrative Example

Potential assignable causes (PACs) for organizational actions can be found, and their
repercussions can be recorded thanks to the DIAG meta-model. A knowledge graph
incorporates this information, with vertices representing the activities and their PACs.
An illustration of this domain knowledge can be seen in Table 2. This method enables a
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better comprehension of the connections between the various process entities and how
PACs may affect healthcare operations.

Table 2. This table shows an illustration of how the domain knowledge will be extracted from the
knowledge graph. This will be embedded as an input into the process discovery procedure.

Activity Deviation PAC

c j Human-related
b k Environmental
c h Rules and procedure
j i Human-related
c e Rules and procedure
g h Equipment
... ... ...

Now, let us assume that, during a data-gathering procedure, an event log like the one
below is collected as L:

L = [< a, b, c, d, e, l, m >12,< a, b, f , d, e, l, m >2,< a, b, c, d, g, e, l, m >
,< a, b, c, d, g, h, e, l, m >5,< a, c, b, c, d, l, m >6,< a, c, f , c, d, l, m >3,<
a, c, b, i, c, e, c, d, g, l, m >5,< a, c, b, c, f , c, d, l, m >6,< a, c, b, c, i, c, h, c, d, l, m >4,<
a, c, b, c, i, f , c, d, g, l, m >6,< a, b, c, j, l, m >6,< a, c, b, k, e, d, l, m >4]

As shown in the first two lines of Algorithm 1, both the domain knowledge and
the event log will be received as inputs. This is a different approach compared to the
conventional process discovery methods. The activities will be extracted from the event
log, and a data frame of the domain knowledge will be detected and merged into the raw
event log for further analysis.

Thanks to the execution of the stable heuristic miner, the two thresholds of UCL (Upper
Control Limit) and LCL (Lower Control Limit) are identified. Then, as shown in lines 10 to
19, lists of unstable_activities, deviating_activities, and stable_activities are detected.

To diagnose the causes of drifts, a matrix is generated and placed adjacent to the
data, and the algorithm matches the domain knowledge and the data frame of deviating
behaviors. This matrix will be used in the extraction of edges/connections among activities
and it will help to detect the causes of deviations. Finally, we aim to identify each type of
extracted behavior by a different color. This helps domain experts to distinguish between
stable behaviors, drifts, and corresponding causes of deviations. Consequently, the DIAG
Algorithm 1 produces the model depicted in Figure 5. The activities and edges that are
shown in black are expressing stable behaviors, which are activities that are typically
present in multiple iterations of the process and are considered major activities in the
execution of patients’ pathways. The red color indicates activities and edges that exhibit
higher variations compared to the normal, stable state of the entire dataset. The dashed
edges are drifting connections among activities. The activities in green are drifting activities.

Once the ensemble of behaviors has been discovered, we can enhance the model
by incorporating information from the knowledge graph associated with each activity,
healthcare function, and the observed drift. For instance, the deviation between activity ‘b’
and activity ‘k’ corresponds to an environmental cause. The deviation between activities
‘c’ and ‘j’ is related to a human error. The edge between activities ‘c’ and ‘h’ is related to
a change in rules and procedures. When some edges demonstrate 0 values, it means that
the modeled PAC did not match these deviations. Simply put, the domain knowledge was
not adequate. A case study in a hospital living lab is devised to assess pragmatically the
effectiveness and applicability of our method and proposal, which will be introduced in
the next section.
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Figure 5. The discovered model with the corresponding diagnoses of drifts.

4. Case Study
4.1. Presentation of the Case Study

For this experiment, we modeled the patients’ activities via seven departments and
about 300 patients at Toulouse Hospital. Despite the hospital having high patient traffic,
our experiment was limited by dangerous procedures. We gathered data regarding the hos-
pital’s layout and departments while concentrating on the urology department’s analysis.

We modeled important information related to the environment, such as activity types,
potential assignable causes, and performance objectives for patients’ pathways using the
DIAG meta-model. An example of these actions can be seen in Figures 3 and 4.

Later on, we clarified each step of our approach with the objective of diagnosing
deviations in patients’ pathways. These steps were Configuration of the environment and
systems, Location data gathering, Location data interpretation, Business process modeling,
Business process analyzing, Business process diagnosing, and Business process simulating.

4.2. Results and Analyses

In the first step, we obtained and modeled the domain knowledge and other relevant
information about the hospital premises to start the location data gathering. This is similar
to the running example and what is presented in Table 2 and Figures 3 and 4. The third,
fourth, and fifth steps have been previously discussed in our works [4,9]. To illustrate
the diagnosing step, we incorporated the modeled knowledge as an input for the DIAG
Algorithm 1. For a better illustration of the knowledge graph output, we used Table 3 to
display the outcome of our model for each healthcare function in the urology department.
Here, users considered the relationships among activities and mentioned “what will be the
deviation if a certain PAC is present?”

After receiving the event log and the knowledge set, DIAG (c.f. Algorithm 1) discov-
ered the descriptive reference process model and associated each drift with the modeled
causes of deviations for unexpected behaviors. The result of applying this method is shown
in Figure 6.
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Table 3. The knowledge set provided by the domain expert to be used by DIAG method.

Activity Deviation PAC

Enter_consultation Box Consultation Rules and procedure
Reception_Waiting_room Registration_Priorities Rules and procedure

Registration Reception_Waiting_room Rules and procedure
Waiting_room 5 Registration Rules and procedure
Waiting_room 5 Exam Room UROLOGY Rules and procedure

Box_Consultation Waiting_room 5 Human-related
Box_Consultation Registration Environmental

Checkout_Office_UROLOGY Registration Rules and procedure
Paramedical programming Exit Equipment

Flowmetering Waiting_room 5 Human-related
Post_consultation Box_Consultation Rules and procedure
Post_consultation Waiting_room 5 Human-related
Post_consultation Exit Equipment

Exit Checkout_Office_UROLOGY Rules and procedure

Similar to what has been presented by the running example, there are three types of
discovered behaviors from the event log:

• Stable activities and edges: These behaviors are shown in black. They are presenting
the most common and normal behaviors.

• Activities and edges with high variations (unstable behaviors): These behaviors are
shown in red. They correspond to observations with a higher level of variations than
the upper control limit of the stability state.

• Drifts: These behaviors are represented by activities modeled in green and dashed
edges. They illustrate unanticipated occurrences recorded in the event log.

Figure 6. The result of our approach in diagnosing the process deviations of the urology department.

Furthermore, the causes of deviations among activities are displayed alongside the
drifting edges. In cases where the information in the knowledge set does not align with
the extracted deviations, or it does not exist, a 0 value is assigned to those deviations.
Consequently, it can be inferred that some cases in the “Exam Room IDE” finished their
processes because of a problem related to the “Equipment”. Similarly, due to human-related
errors, certain patients had to return to waiting room 5. These errors could be attributed to
miscommunication between staff, improper training of personnel, or inadequate staffing
levels. Further investigation may be required to highlight the specific cause of these errors
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and take appropriate measures to prevent similar incidents from happening in the future.
This task could be considered as the prognosis initiatives and tackled through simulation
in future research.

To our humble knowledge, such a mixture of process discovery while detecting and
explaining concept drift and deviations has not been addressed previously in the literature
of process mining. The approach we took in developing DIAG helps domain experts not
to be left out with process discovery results that are not augmented enough with specific
explanations. In essence, providing a framework that offers explainability and reasoning to
analyze healthcare processes should be a necessity, since we are dealing with a sensible
sector such as healthcare.

5. Conclusions

We observed that researchers examined the expansion of process mining applications
in healthcare and proposed crucial scientific avenues for the future, such as explainability
and reasoning in analysis and going beyond process discovery. Although patient and
care pathway discovery is receiving lots of attention, reasoning and incorporating domain
knowledge are neglected. More research is required to employ semantics in such analyses,
and this is axiomatic for digital and cognitive twin applications in healthcare.

This paper addresses the need to incorporate healthcare domain knowledge into pro-
cess mining applications and presents a method to achieve this. This led to the presentation
of two contributions.

First, the DIAG meta-model provides a framework for a process mining application
that can use patients’ location data and other semantics such as experts’ knowledge. Second
is the DIAG algorithm. This algorithm is based on the previously established stable heuristic
miner algorithm; however, it adds cognitive ability to the previous algorithm, and it uses
the modeled domain knowledge to perform diagnosis on top of the detected deviations
in patients’ pathways. This algorithm can aid healthcare providers in identifying the root
causes of drifts in patients’ pathways, which can inform interventions to enhance patients’
experience inside hospitals and streamline healthcare processes.

Our approach offers several benefits to healthcare providers. Firstly, it allows for the
automatic discovery of a reference patients’ pathway, which can identify normal activities
and drifts in the flow of patients through the healthcare system. Secondly, it enables the
automatic reasoning and diagnosis of drifts and unexpected behaviors. This helps to
identify the root causes of inefficiencies and errors. We demonstrated the applicability of
this method through an experiment conducted at a university hospital. To the best of our
knowledge, attaining such results has never been addressed by previous process mining
activities. In addition, previous process discovery algorithms were not able to diagnose
deviating behaviors in an event log automatically.

Limitations and Future Works

There are certain aspects of this approach that could raise concerns for users. For in-
stance, ontology-driven methods often have limited flexibility. This means they are de-
signed with a specific domain in mind and may not be easily adaptable to other sectors.
Therefore, it is necessary to address this issue. The development of such methods could
be a time-consuming and resource-intensive process. Also, we are heavily dependent on
experts’ understanding of the domain. We believe that there is an open research avenue for
developing standard and reference ontologies for the healthcare sector and aligning this
with process-oriented analyses.

Moreover, in this work, the non-linear relationships of potential assignable causes
are not thoroughly addressed. This is a limitation that should be addressed if this pri-
mary method for domain knowledge integration in healthcare is seen as applicable in
supplementary experimentation.
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Despite that, we pave the way to embed healthcare domain-specific knowledge into
process mining analysis, which helps to go beyond process discovery and provide explain-
ability while performing process mining analyses.

Given these limitations, we strongly believe there is a lot of potential for fusing model-
based system engineering approaches and ontologies into process mining analyses. We are
planning to improve our methods to extract process models with a procedural modeling
language that could be used in the simulation of patients’ pathways. For this reason, there is
a need to improve the gathered semantics, which could help us to detect the decision points.
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